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ABSTRACT Cloud Computing is an internet based computing system ,which allows users   to share resources, information, 
software and services through a distributed network. This paper describes about trust in cloud environment. In this 

paper we present some measures in relation to security and prevention. The methodology of my study is from secondary resources such as 
journals, articles, papers, blogs and conference proceedings. There are many standards for cloud environment which needs to be implemented 
by every data provider .In present scenario, there has been a growing concern about security with multitude of security breaches  last year 
and to build trust  there is  an urgent need to address these issues. Topics covered in this paper include the terms ,characteristics, architecture 
,deployment types of  Cloud Computing, .It discuses about concept of  Trust ,Trust level in cloud  ,Information Security, Cloud Audit in an 
enterprise cloud environment.

INTRODUCTION 
With the advent of internet business have moved to whole 
new avenue that is cloud. In the year 2009 there were 2.5 bil-
lion devices connected to the internet .These devices were 
PC, laptop, smart phone, I pad, wearable devices, and smart 
watches. By the year 2020 there will be  rapid increase in 
number of users totaling  up to  30 billion .In present age  
trust is critical ;open standards  are standard foundation of  
which internet technology was constructed .Web applications 
are rich with content, risk in organization increases, brand 
and data  have become  most costlier  as ever. In today’s 
competitive world brand image is associated with trust and 
suffers if trust is breached in any way. As trust takes years 
to build but it takes a minute to lose it. Every day there are 
new reports of highly collaborated cyber attacks on a reputed 
websites. The total number of security breaches made in the 
year  2013 count to almost 619 according to Identity Theft 
Resource Centre. There is a sincere need to analyze and find 
solution to prevent such future attacks. 

CLOUD COMPUTING
The Cloud computing term has come from the word that de-
scribes what happens when applications and services are moved 
to the internet. The Cloud computing is a distributed network 
that uses large number of computers connected to real time 
communication over the internet. In present day there are many 
companies that offer cloud services like Enomaly, Google ,Mi-
crosoft, Yahoo, NetSuite, Eucalyptus, Rackspace, Amazon ,AT & 
T, GoGrid ,Salesforce.com and many more.The National Institute 
for Standards and Technology (NIST), Information Technology 
Laboratory offers this definition of Cloud Computing[64] as fol-
lows. 

Cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient, on-demand 
network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resourc-
es (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that 
can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal manage-
ment effort or service provider interaction. 

Essential Characteristics  
Cloud computing has following characteristics [8]:-

Shared resources pooling: It uses virtualization technique which 
enables sharing of resources like memory, physical services and 
network resources by the users.

Metered service: The subscription based companies’ bill custom-
ers for cloud service according to their actual use during the 
billing period. 

Dynamic provisioning: It allows prerequisite of resources based 
on real time demand. The user need not worry about mainte-

nance and set up

Broad networked access: It needs to be accessed through inter-
net network. 

Service based: Cloud offers three types of service which are In-
frastructure as Service, Platform as Service and Software as Ser-
vice.

Architectural layers of cloud

Figure-1 Architecture layers of cloud
 
There are three types of service models

Cloud Software as a Service (SaaS): It is also called as Ser-
vice[13] or Application Cloud. It is a type of service where appli-
cations are delivered on cloud, are provided to the users based 
on subscription and on demand basis.eg Microsoft Web Apps of 
Microsoft, Google and SalesForce.com.

Cloud Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS):It is also called as Re-
source Cloud. It provides the user, the capability   to control and 
manage in terms of operating system , application ,storage and 
network connectivity  to enhance virtualization options on pay 
as you use basis. But the user does not control the cloud struc-
ture.

Cloud Platform as a Service (SaaS):It provides computational 
platform for users to deploy applications onto cloud infrastruc-
ture which are either consumer created or acquired application 
developed by API provided by cloud service provider. eg Win-
dows Azure, Google App Engine etc.
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Deploying cloud services depends on many requirements.
Deployment types
         

Figure 2-Cloud Deployment types
 
Public Cloud: The cloud infrastructure which is available to gen-
eral public or large community by a service provider .It provides 
the end user the capability to exploit cloud features for her/his 
own benefit.eg Google App., Amazon, Window Azure. 

Community Cloud: The cloud infrastructure which is shared by 
more than one organization also share common goals  and in-
terests.

Private Cloud: These are solely owned by respective organiza-
tions .This type of cloud is managed by an organization itself or 
third party service provider. eg Amazon

Hybrid Cloud: Hybrid cloud is the amalgamation of two or more 
clouds (public, community or private). They have the ability to 
move data and applications from one cloud to another.

TRUST
Trust    means act of faith, confidence and reliance in something 
that is expected to deliver or behave as promised. Trust can 
also be stated as level of confidence in something or on someone 
.Hence we can also say that trust is customer’s level of confi-
dence or faith in using cloud services. Trust is a wider[38] no-
tion than security it includes subjective criteria and experience. 
There exists both hard and soft trust. Hard trust involves entities 
like authenticity, encryption and security in transaction whereas 
soft trust involves entities like human psychology, brand reliabil-
ity and user friendliness. 

Choosing the right service provider
There are many service[29] providers each offering different 
type of service. Sometimes Enterprise tries to use more than 
one service provider placing different workload to different pro-
vider. This builds up problems with different parameters of bill-
ing schemes and service agreements.  Choose a provider who is 
flexible to work with load under multiple environments. Service 
provider must give good performance, security and resiliency. 
The customer should read and ask questions before signing the 
service agreement. The enterprise should select such a provider 
that makes physical security of cloud as high priority. The pro-
vider should ensure measures to segregate enterprise workload 
on physical servers, securing firewall for optimal protection 
against internet attackers, data encryption and define admin-
istrative access controls.  When an enterprise entrust its infor-
mation to a service provider, its responsibility is to protect the 
customer assets.

Trust level in SLA 
With growing number of enterprises willing to adopt cloud ser-

vices specialist feel that cloud is      slowly winning trust . The 
service provider[51] needs to offer Service Provider Agreement 
(SLA) to gain trust of customer. If a cloud provider cannot invest 
money in architecture it is possible that he may not be able to 
keep terms of SLA. If the service provider fails to meet keep up 
the agreement he may end up paying more money to the cus-
tomer. The service provider should carry out realistic assessment 
of their scientific capabilities, as well of their budget to prevent 
SLA violations.  It is important for cloud providers to incorpo-
rate SLA to ensure trust and transparency in cloud services. 
There is a need of serious thinking about how safeguarding trust; 
in potential risk of vulnerabilities both identified and unknown 
ones .The vendors should do as much as necessary to protect its 
users. 

The customer [41] need to know whether there has been breach 
in cloud service. As large enterprises are relying more on cloud 
services, they should sign SLA agreement that includes a clause 
regarding alerting customers and response in case there is a se-
curity failure in cloud. Maintaining a positive communication 
with customers is essential for building trust in cloud. The pro-
vider must keep the customer updated about development after 
disruption of cloud services by which he can acquire the confi-
dence of the customer. 

Transparency
A trusted[38] cloud is a cloud that harmonizes the security for 
the transaction with comprehensive transparency of control and 
result such that it conveys evidence based confidence with system 
within its environment operates as advertised , and that  no un-
advertised function are occurring.

Figure:  Transparency in cloud can be achieved  by using 
Transparency as a service(TaaS)     
                        
International Standard Organization ISO 27001 and ISO 27002 
are foundation standards  for IT environment to build transparent 
security system and enabling assurance though use of structured 
governance   and security framework .Cloud Trust Protocol is 
an important component of  Cloud Security Alliance’s Security, 
Trust & Assurance Registry STAR(CSA STAR )which aims to 
deliver Transparency as a Service. Transparency helps in building 
trust with the customers. Once transparency is lost then security, 
value and compliance is lost as well. Vendors should inform their 
customers about their-

•	  Cloud vendors must be clear about their Service agreement 
signed with the customers.

•	  Infrastructure provided: Customers should have clear 
knowledge, understanding of service and infrastructure 
provided about   the vendors.

•	  Disaster Recovery Plan: Vendors should update customer 
about disaster recovery procedures in case of service fail-
ure.
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Security Controls
Implementing security controls in cloud is one of the most criti-
cal elements for trust .Providers need to focus on data centric 
approach towards security. The European [52] Union Cyber Se-
curity Agency investigated how the process of disaster reporting 
would be set up. The executive director of European Agency for 
Network and Information Security ENSIA Professor  Udo  Helm-
brecht noted that “Incident reporting is crucial to enable better 
understanding of the security and resilience of Europe’s critical 
information infrastructures. Cloud computing is now becoming the 
backbone of our digital society, so it is important that cloud provid-
ers improve transparency and trust by adopting efficient incident 
reporting schemes. ”

With rapid risk in security cloud providers will need to collabo-
rate with third party security providers to produce better secu-
rity solution for future. Microsoft decided to end support for Mi-
crosoft XP in the year 2013, but it is still used in corporations, 
hospitals, government, colleges and by individuals. Systems such 
as Windows XP are in high risk of being infected compared to its 
other versions. So organizations need to update their operating 
system to avoid security risks. Providers and consumers need to 
make a combined effort to preserve trust and build a healthy re-
lationship in cloud environment.

INFORMATION SECURITY
Service providers need to assure customer about security provi-
sions which are provided to the user;      it is the key to estab-
lish trust. Trust is one of the main constraints in online cloud 
environment because consumers need to share huge amount of 
private data to the data provider. The users face the dilemma 
of   disclosing their personal information and information used 
to store and create business profiles.  The surveillance program 
by the National Security Agency in the year 2013 has ignited 
concerns about vulnerability of data store in cloud .Gmail de-
cided to encrypt its email system using HTTPS connection. The 
HTTPS protocol ensures that mail cannot be traced as it travels 
from the computer to Google data server .The message inside 
the Google server is encrypted and protected too. The Infor-
mation Technology and Innovation Foundation said that these 
leaks could cause US providers to close 10-20% foreign market 
overseas competitors up to 35$ billion potential sales through  
2014. These leaks indicate that how little control the companies 
have over data. There is urgent need to address security issues 
of data encryption, key encryption, identity theft, data integrity, 
and availability, and confidentiality, access control, cross VM at-
tacks, data ownership and regionalization for government trans-
parency to improve security. Today major data providers such as 
Yahoo, Microsoft and Google are using encryption methods such 
as 128 bit AES for securing data . Cipher Cloud is an advanced 
cloud security technology that uses AES 256 bit encryption. AES 
is a symmetric key algorithm which uses same key for encryp-
tion and decryption.SSL patented technology provides secure 
virtual indexing at gateway while sending encrypted data to 
cloud which is certified by NIST.     

AUDITS
Audit is a plan for presentation of information about how the 
service provider addresses the control framework. It also reduc-
es cost, deployment risks, as well as alleviates problem of select-
ing a service provider. Most of the organizations are experienced 
in traditional deployment methods such as auditing and assess-
ment but with rapid use of evolving cloud technologies these ac-
tivities become more complicated. Physical controls are needed 
to protect physical data which is stored in disk drives in data 
centers. Cloud providers are hesitant to endorse testing proce-
dures in shared environment. When an organization moves into 
cloud it does not know how to assess threat or choose a service 
provider that can alleviate risk. Auditing is extremely critical for 
present day cloud users and service providers. 

    The cloud development framework[20] is known as A6( Auto-
mate Audit, Assessment Assurance  and Assertion). According to 
CSA (Cloud Security Alliance );

Cloud Audit is to provide a common interface and namespace 
that allows interested enterprises and service providers to au-
tomate the Audit, Assertion ,Assessment and Assurance of  their 
infrastructure   such as Service as a Infrastructure, Platform as 
a Infrastructure and application  Software as a Infrastructure 
by using an open extensible and secure methodology. It utilizes 
security automation capabilities with existing protocols via 
a standard open extensible set of interface that offers primi-
tive definition and language structure using Hypertext Transfer 
Protocol. It also allows for the extension and elaboration for 
the service provider and choice of trusted assertion validation 
sources and checklist definitions.

Objective of Auditing:
•	  It provides user a balanced evaluation of accessibility to 

rely on data provider
•	  It finds the depth and efficiency of the data provider inter-

nal system and measurement. 
•	  It allows finding out what quality of the service is provided 

to user in comparisons to other providers.
•	  It discovers issues in organization capability to crossing 

point with other service provider and provides uninter-
rupted service.

 
The cloud service provider and customers need to collaborate 
between themselves to perform audits. The service provider 
should document events, physical risks, configurations to meet 
the customer requirements. The user needs to maintain applica-
tion installed logs; operating system logs files and local surveil-
lance data. Audit information is provided by three sources the 
cloud service provider, customer and third party. The data pro-
vider should   make a point to submit audit reports such as SAS-
70, Service Organization Control-SOC-1,SOC-2 and SOC-3  to the 
customer .As trust come by maintaining good relationship with 
customers in addition to it needs a  good track record too.

CONCLUSION
Cloud computing goes beyond boundaries, technology is grow-
ing enormously; there is rapid growth in use of mobile devices, 
service provider need to develop good security strategies to en-
able secure business with customer. Today more people are us-
ing mobile application; there comes a demand for qualified se-
curity expert to understand mobile vulnerabilities.  There is a 
dire need to understand and explore vulnerabilities in web  and 
internet with rise of  emerging threat intelligence . Service pro-
viders need to follow security controls and   proper standards to 
ensure trust of it users. They is  need to maintain transparency 
with users regarding their policies and ensure an effective man-
agement system. Trust comes with good reputation, the goal is 
to improve business and have a competitive edge in today’s mar-
ket. The cost of defending against cyber attack remain  high ,but 
gaining visibility into threats and mitigating risk can help a lot 
in future.
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